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Uniform Fiduciary Standard"

Biggest change since the creation 
of the SEC in 1934"

="



“The standard of conduct for all broker, dealers, and investment 
advisers, when providing personalized investment advice about 

securities to retail customers (and such other customers as the 
Commission may by rule provide), shall be to act in the best 

interest of the customer without regard to the financial or other 
interest of the broker, dealer, or investment adviser providing 

the advice.”"

SEC Study"



Nothing will ever be the same again."



Some Registered Reps Won’t Survive"

Best guess"

15 percent or more won’t make it"



Waiting"



“The Commission should identify specific examples of 
potentially relevant and common material conflicts of interest in 

order to facilitate a smooth transition to the new standard by 
broker-dealers and investment advisers.”"

SEC Study"

The Transition"



Usual Response = More Disclosures"

Not Enough"

Still have to act in client’s best interest. A 
professional can’t skirt the professional 

standard by saying “I told them I might not 
do what they hired me to do.”"



Can’t Disclose the Duty Away"



Significant"

Study contemplates that the new standard would not impose 
an ongoing duty."



“How much of what I do now is permissible 
under the fiduciary standard?”"

That approach is a recipe for disaster."

You might ask..."



The fiduciary standard is the professional 
standard."

Contemplates a focus on the customer so 
strong that you will disadvantage 

yourself to take care of them."



Training"

More Training"

Training"







Possible end to Mandatory Arbitration"

Another Change is Coming"



Disputes will not play out in secret in 
hotel conference rooms, but in your 

county court house before a jury of your 
peers with any member of the public, 

including the local newspaper allowed to 
sit in."



Some firms and  many registered reps will find 
themselves on..."

The Wrong side of History"





George Wallace"



“Segregation now. Segregation tomorrow. 
Segregation forever.”"

-Governor George Wallace"
from 1963 inaugural address"





In the turbulent 60’s, Atlanta was “the city too busy to 
hate.” 



Only those who set their sights well above 
survival"

Who will survive?"





“Successful investing involves avoiding serious errors-
winning by not losing. The Vigilant Investor shows us how to 
avoid explicit frauds and scams as well as to understand the 
conflicts of interest that can incentivize the financial 
community to enrich themselves at our expense. As a former 
top cop at the SEC, Pat Huddleston is the investor’s perfect 
teacher.”"

-Burton Malkiel, bestselling author of A Random Walk Down 
Wall Street!




